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Abstract
Visualization of the glottis and vocal folds (VF) vibration is crucial to accurate diagnosis
of VF pathologies. Simple endoscopy is commonly used to look for obvious structural
abnormalities and stroboscopy is used to analyze VF movement during phonation. However, stroboscopy, as a frequency-dependent method, masks aperiodic vibration, a key
characteristic of many laryngeal disorders. High-speed digital imaging is better suited
for pathologies that cause aperiodic vibration, but it collects a large volume of data, requires expensive, specialized equipment, and is time-consuming to analyze. Digital videokymography extracts data from a single pixel line in the high-speed video and concatenates the images into a kymogram showing VF vibration at that point over time. It is an
efficient and sensitive method of obtaining information about parameters quantifying
VF vibration, including amplitude, periodicity, and left-right and anterior-posterior asymmetry. Recently, multiline digital videokymography was investigated as a diagnostic tool
for distinguishing vibrational pathologies by using kymograms of pixel lines at different
points. Nodules and polyps, which are difficult to differentiate using simple endoscopy or
stroboscopy, can be distinguished via kymogram based on the lateral phase difference at
25% of the VF from the anterior commissure; polyps show larger lateral phase asymmetry than nodules. Therefore, multiline digital videokymography can prove a useful clinical
tool in cases of aperiodic VF vibration.
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Introduction
The vibratory nature of the VF is the most important determinant of voice quality (VQ).
When laryngeal disorders disrupt the proper vibration of the VF, a decrease in VQ occurs and the voice is perceived as “hoarse,” “rough,” “breathy,” or other such descriptive
terms. To quantify these disturbances in VQ researchers use various acoustic, perceptual,
visual, or physiologic instruments and analyses [1-5].
No matter the method of analysis, visualization of the glottis is necessary for final
and accurate diagnosis of any VF pathology. Simple endoscopy only allows for the evaluation of the superior VF. Stroboscopy allows visualization of VF movement, but it shows a
representation of VF vibrations as it uses light flashes at a rate dependent on the fundamental frequency of the subject’s voice [6]. However, as a frequency-dependent method
stroboscopy cannot detect aperiodic vibration [7-8]. Patel et al. [6] found in one study
that 100% of patients with grade IV (severe) dysphonia and 64% of patients with grade
III (moderate) dysphonia had non-interpretable vibratory function because of imaging
artifacts caused by tracking errors. This dependence on fundamental frequency and
periodicity thus excludes many laryngeal disorders from detection [9]. Neuromuscular
disorders are the most difficult to evaluate with stroboscopy, since they are often char-
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acterized by random cycle-to-cycle aberrations and bifurcations of short duration, which
are masked by the apparent movement created with stroboscopy. Epithelial and subepithelial VF lesions are successively less difficult to evaluate [6].
For moderate to severe dysphonia, clinicians require a frequency-independent method. High-speed digital imaging (HSDI) suits this purpose best because it does not rely on
fundamental frequency extraction and periodicity but rather starts recording at phonation onset [6]. HSDI allows visualization of the glottis during vibration by recording it at
extremely high frame rates (up to 16,000 f/s); the enhanced imaging affords the detection of vibrational pathologies impossible for stroboscopic examination. However, this
method collects an enormous amount of data, requiring expensive and highly specialized
equipment; the data analysis is complex and time-consuming as well [10-12]. Therefore,
it is generally reserved for patients whose acoustic analysis indicates moderate to severe
dysphonia but who cannot be evaluated stroboscopically due to vocal aperiodicity or
loudness level. Rather than a replacement for stroboscopy, it has been and will most
likely remain an augmentation with important implications for the early detection of
pathology and the prediction of recovery processes.
Digital videokymography (DKG)
DKG developed in 1994 uses a high-speed video camera similar to that used in HSDI to
collect video of VF vibration (Figure 1) [13]. However, it minimizes the amount of data
collected by extracting information along a single user-selected pixel line across the glottis, thus generating a kymogram (Figure 2). This permits information to be collected at
much higher frame rates, up to 8000 f/s, using less computing power. Moreover, it can
collect information on short phonation periods or irregular vibration, two significant disadvantages of stroboscopy. Kymographic imaging shows the movement of the VF over a
series of glottal cycles along the pixel line from maximal opening to approximation. Švec
et al. [14] demonstrated that single-line DKG is able to evaluate a number of categories
of vibrational function. Certain characteristics, such as the absence of VF vibration, leftright asymmetry, and the interference of laryngeal tissues with the VF, were easily identified with stroboscopy but were more easily displayed in a single kymographic image;
others, particularly features with cycle-to-cycle variations, were specific to kymography.

Figure 1. An endoscope is used to obtain high-speed digital images, which are then
processed into kymograms of VF vibration.
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Figure 2. Imaging of VF vibration by digital kymography. A single pixel line is scanned
from each high-speed frame and concatenated into a single kymogram to show VF vibration at that line over time.
Qualitatively, the kymogram provides crucial information according to ten types of
vibration characteristics:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The complete or partial absence of vibration of one VF implies an exceedingly
stiff VF, potentially caused by pathologies such as carcinoma, papilloma, or VF
scarring. It can also indicate unilateral paralysis.
Co-vibrations of tissues or fluids with the VF can change voice quality substantially and could be an indicator of inflammation or vocal hygiene.
Cycle-to-cycle variability—judged by dissimilarities in duration of the cycle,
amplitude of the mucosal wave, and overall shape of the glottal opening and
closing—is impossible to evaluate with stroboscopy. Left-right synchronous variability indicates a problem with anterior-posterior asymmetry (Figure 3), such
as nodules, while left-right asynchronous variability indicates a structural difference between the left and right folds. Increased cycle-to-cycle variability causes
increased vocal roughness.
Duration of glottal closure varies greatly with the frequency and loudness of
phonation (Figure 4), but a closed quotient between 20% and 60% at the point
of maximal glottal opening is considered normal. A continually open glottis
could indicate paralysis, while a short or long glottal closure is predictive of vocal hygiene; a closed quotient less than 20% indicates problems with adduction and a closed quotient greater than 60% demonstrates a tendency toward
hyperadduction.
Left-right asymmetry (Figure 5) can be judged according to amplitude differences, phase differences, a shift of the glottal axis to one side or the other,
or frequency differences. Frequency differences between the VF are found in
highly asymmetric larynges (e.g., with unilateral VF paralysis) resulting in a diplophonic voice.
The shape of the lateral peaks, created by the vertical phase difference between
upper and lower VF edges, is gauged by degree of sharpness; in a normal voice,
the upper edges move later than the lower edges, shown as lateral peaks on the
kymogram. Sharp peaks are characteristic of normal voice; more rounded peaks
indicate increased vocal stiffness (Figure 6).
The quality of the laterally traveling mucosal waves can be highly indicative of
VF stiffness, as the wave reveals the ability of the VF mucosa to respond to vibrational energy transfer. A reduced or absent mucosal wave is therefore a sign
of generalized increased mucosal stiffness, and a mucosal wave that is distant
from the VF edge indicates reduced pliability only at the edge of the mucosa
(Figure 7).
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Figure 3. Left-right synchronous cycle-to-cycle variability, indicating anterior-posterior
asymmetry.

Figure 4. A VF polyp shows marked differences in glottal opening (o) and closing
(c) duration.

Figure 5. Amplitude (A) and phase differences (B) are shown in the kymogram from
a patient with a left VF cyst (marked).

Figure 6. A right VF polyp causes rounded lateral peaks (outlined in blue), while the left
VF shows sharp peaks (white), characteristic of normal folds.
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Figure 7. The right VF (lower part in image) shows increased rigidity due to a VF polyp.
The light reflection marking the mucosal wave is distant to the VF edge on the lower fold
compared to the normal upper fold.
8.

The speed quotient of the VF is the ratio of glottal opening duration to closing
duration; it varies significantly within and between subjects. Mehta et al. [15]
found that the speed quotient showed a mild correlation with phase asymmetry, implying that it may contribute to acoustic perceptions of roughness, and
Berke and Gerratt [16] showed evidence that increasing VF stiffness may reduce
the speed quotient.
9. The shape of medial peaks is a parameter reserved for pathological VF vibration as they can only be observed when glottal closure is absent. The shape of
the peak can reflect the medial surface of the VF and indicate pathology there
(Figure 6).
10. Cycle aberrations result from characteristics of a VF that disrupt the vibratory
cycle, sometimes without disrupting the periodicity of the vibration. These include ripples, which occur anterior to a benign lesion, and double medial peaks
and medial unsmoothness, which occur due to an aberration on the medial
surface of the VF (Figure 7). According to these above parameters, single-line
kymography can be used to evaluate certain pathologies.
Chodara et al. [9] quantified VF vibratory parameters to provide objective standards
of normal and pathological voice using multiline DKG instead of single-line DKG to account for the additional variable of anterior-posterior symmetry. The study additionally
evaluated VF with nodules and polyps, providing a quantitative basis for differentiation
between the two types of benign lesions.
It is notoriously difficult to distinguish between nodules and polyps using simple endoscopy or even stroboscopy as bilateral nodules and polyps with reactive lesions appear
very similar (Figure 8) [17-18]. In addition, the defining characteristics of nodules and
polyps are somewhat variable. Nodules are generally bilateral while polyps are usually
unilateral; some consider the latter to be an advanced lesion, establishing a normal-nodule-polyp continuum [17, 19]. In one study, Marcotullio et al. [19] classified nodules and
polyps on a maturation spectrum according to histologic changes in the lamina propria.
The five stages were in order from least mature to most: edematous, edematous-angiomatous, angiomatous, angiomatous-hyaline, and hyaline. Using this method, VF nodules
had histology corresponding to early changes while VF polyps showed later changes. The
appearance and location of the lesions may also be used to differentiate the two lesions;
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nodules tend to be white to opaque and symmetric, and occur in the anterior-middle
third junction of the VF whereas polyps arise on the free edge of the anterior third and
generally range from translucent to red [20]. Using stroboscopy to distinguish nodules
from polyps is, however, somewhat unreliable. Chau et al. [17] found high inter-rater
variability when 35 non-voice specialist ENT surgeons were asked to diagnose benign VF
lesions using video clips. Others propose differentiation on the basis of size. For example,
Wallis et al. [21] found that lesions smaller than 0.3 cm could be nodules and lesions
larger than 0.3 cm polyps. Regardless, an accurate diagnosis is crucial to proper treatment and resolution of the pathology. Clinicians tend to prescribe voice therapy as initial
treatment for VF nodules to allow them to resorb while surgery is the primary treatment
for polyps with possible concurrent voice therapy [22].

Figure 8. VF nodules and polyps with reactive
lesions have similar appearances, and thus it is
difficult to tell them apart using endoscopy or
stroboscopy. (A) VF nodules. (B) Right VF polyp
(on left of image).
Multiline DKG may provide a mechanism for this differentiation. Through the assessment of 87 subjects with healthy VF, VF nodules, or VF polyps, differentiation was
achieved with multiline DKG on the basis of amplitude symmetry index, amplitude ordering, and vertical and lateral phase differences (Figure 9). In particular, the lateral phase
difference of VF with nodules at the 25% position (25% of the VF length from the anterior
commissure) was significantly higher than that of polyps, providing a quantitative basis
for differentiating the two types of lesions. Colton et al. [23] and Wallis et al. [21] have
found similar results in VF with polyps.

Figure 9. Curve-fitting calculated by a custom MATLAB program was used to assess
the parameters and patterns of vibration, such as amplitude symmetry index, amplitude
ordering, and vertical and lateral phase differences.
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Vertical phase difference also showed significant differences between the groups
(Table 1). Healthy VF, with the largest mucosal wave, showed the greatest vertical phase
difference. VF with polyps showed values similar to those of healthy folds at the midline
while VF with nodules showed a significant decrease. However, VF with polyps showed
the smallest vertical phase difference at 75% while nodules were slightly greater but still
less than healthy VF.
Table 1. Vertical phase difference group comparisons by line scan position. Polyps were
separated by lesioned and non-lesioned VF.
Vertical Phase
Difference

Control

Polyp

Nodule

P

Lesioned VF for 0.966
polyps

0.892

0.658

0.140

Non-lesioned
VF for polyps

0.966

0.871

0.658

0.304

Lesioned VF for 1.071
polyps

0.952

0.724

*-0.004

Non-lesioned
VF for polyps

1.071

1.147

0.724

*-0.003

Lesioned VF for 1.351
polyps

0.727

1.029

*-<0.001

Non-lesioned
VF for polyps

0.814

1.029

*-0.002

25%

50%

75%

1.351

*Significant P value
Polyps also showed a greater amplitude symmetry index than nodules or healthy VF,
likely because they tend to be unilateral and larger than nodules (Table 2). Their larger
mass can immobilize the VF to a greater degree on the affected VF, leading to less amplitude symmetry. In addition, both pathological groups showed significantly larger ASI
values, providing another method of differentiating normal from pathological vibration.
Table 2. Amplitude symmetry index group comparisons by line-scan position.
Amplitude
Symmetry
Index

Control

Polyp

Nodule

P

25%

0.0946

0.194

0.210

<.001*

50%

0.0942

0.273

0.152

<.001*

75%

0.118

0.172

0.142

.058

Average

0.102

0.215

0.168

<.001*

*Significant P value
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Amplitudes of vibration in healthy VF naturally vary along the VF length. The findings
of this study indicate that amplitude at the midpoint is generally greatest with the anterior third following and the posterior third the smallest, possibly due to arytenoid damping (Table 3). However, in VF with polyps, the amplitude of vibration decreases along the
VF from the anterior commissure to the posterior commissure; the anterior third has the
largest amplitude followed by the midpoint and then the posterior third. This is again
likely due to the polyp disrupting the vibration of the anterior third less than at the 50%
and 75% line-scan positions. In VF with nodules, the vibrational amplitude was relatively
stable between line-scan positions. Since nodules result from high shearing and collision
forces during phonation, collagen deposition during extracellular matrix repair at the site
of the nodule could lead to increased stiffness along the entire VF.
Table 3. Amplitude order group comparisons by line scan. Polyps were separated based
on lesioned and non-lesioned VF.
Amplitude
Order

Control

Polyp

Nodule

P

Lesioned VF for 0.716
polyps

0.908

0.886

*-<0.001

Non-lesioned
VF for polyps

0.716

0.931

0.886

*-<0.001

Lesioned VF for 0.989
polyps

0.840

0.951

*-<0.001

Non-lesioned
VF for polyps

0.989

0.893

0.951

*-<0.001

Lesioned VF for 0.671
polyps

0.726

0.891

*-0.001

Non-lesioned
VF for polyps

0.671

0.739

0.891

*-0.002

P

*<-0.001

*<-0.001

0.735

25%

50%

75%

*Significant P value
The use of three line-scan positions adds the ability to assess both right-left and anterior-posterior asymmetry, showing significant differences in the vibratory characteristics
of pathological and normal VF. The 25% line-scan position most often demonstrated significant differences in several parameters, particularly lateral phase difference, between
VF with nodules and those with polyps; VF with nodules tend to have increased lateral
phase symmetry from the anterior commissure to the posterior commissure due to the
bilateral increase in stiffness along the VF (Table 4). VF with polyps, however, demonstrated low lateral phase symmetry due to the polyp’s unilateral interference with VF
vibration. The use of such objective quantification of vibratory parameters allows for the
establishment of normative data for diagnosing and differentiating nodules and polyps
and for the comparison of measurements between studies. This methodology can help
physicians make more accurate diagnoses and avoid unnecessary interventions for VF
nodules and polyps.
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Table 4. Lateral phase difference group comparisons by line-scan position.
Lateral Phase
Difference

Control

Polyp

Nodule

P

25% RU-LU

2.635

2.181

2.700

.013*

50% RU-LU

2.644

2.386

2.581

.169

75% RU-LU

2.667

2.095

2.343

0.002*

Average

2.648

2.227

2.546

<.001

*Significant P value
RU = right upper VF lip; LU = left upper VF lip
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